Qualification Examiner Workshop
Saturday, March 19, 2005
2004 in Review
Discussion: TCT Training
A recurring question: How/When do we schedule?
The Coast Guard refresher training at the stations is same as Auxiliary TCT training.
When QE’s sign in, note necessity for QE handling.
If there is a problem, contact Ned.
Would computer people look into making provisions in program so that QE participation is noted
without additional paper work?
Suggestion: Place TCT and other training opportunities on District Web Page Calendar.
Discussion: Some assume QE’s only work in their Division.
Word needs to be sent out that QE’s work in the District.
Those QE’s that need to travel more than 50 miles may request orders.
Discussion: QE goes to site to check off one or two candidates and finds three or more waiting
to be checked off.
Suggestion: QE needs to be given specific names of candidate(s) with no last minute additions.
Discussion: How can QE’s be informed that a candidate did not pass his/her prior check ride?
QE needs to send report to Ned with explanation.
How many times can a candidate attempt to pass checkride?
Should there be a time frame?
Suggestions: At second attempt, have one of the same QE’s and a different QE.
Include this discussion as part of the QE/Mentor Workshop at the next conference.
Discussion: QE Availability
Presently there is no measure recorded of QE missions.
QE has little control over the number of missions.
Discussion: Boat Crew Currency
Proposal: Member fills out Currency Form for all five years, including QE only for the fifth.
All five years member sends form to SO-IS. Fifth year: QE also sends notice to OTO via email
or FAX with names and member numbers. Proposal accepted
Check AUXDATA for which currency year.
Why does 7030 need to be attached? – IS needs some of the information to record currency.
Suggestion: Could that information be included on the Currency Form and eliminated need for
7030 with this form?
Suggestion: Could Currency forms be in Word and/or Adobe on website?
What if candidate completes tasks on more than one day? Who keeps paper? Send in more than
one paper with QE when last task is completed? Fifth year: all tasks should be completed on
one day.
Obviously, we need to simplify paper flow.
Question: If form is filled out on Adobe online, how does QE note signature?
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Discussion: Boat Crew Qualification Flow
QE signs Qualification Guide BCM 08-01-AUX for completed boating course.
Crew: Mentor signs Qualification Guide BCM 01-03-AUX for TCT prior to checkride.
Discussion: TCT and OPS Workshops required prior to attaining Crew certification.
Coxswain: task 01-01-AUX needs QE signature for 28 hours underway as Crew
Task 04-01-AUX needs QE signature in Qualification Guide for Nav Rules. In rare instances
QE may order and proctor Nav Rules exam (order from and return to Cape Office).
Last checkoff for Coxswain: QE sends notice to OTO via letter/email/FAX. Keep records for at
least one year.
AUXDATA Items
POMS: On patrol orders, QE should be listed as on board as Crew
QE needs to report missions:
Check ride Mission 7C
Dockside Mission 7B
POMS for QE
Check that vessels have orders
Check that you have local station phone numbers to check vessels have orders.
QE Currency
Term: as long as QE wishes or until no longer able to perform duties
Minimum underway time: 20 hours --as QE or Coxswain
OTO Items
Discussion: Instructor qualifications
Should be instructor qualified at time of becoming a QE -- thus, candidate has received the
important training. It seemed most present felt that keeping the qualification was doable.
Discussion: AUXOP
AUXOP as we know it will be phased out in the immediate future.
Important for QE candidates to have the advanced training that was involved in the AUXOP
program.
Discussion: AUXLEA—AUXLAM
Cumbersome as stated. Could shorter course be given with the essential inter- and intrapersonal skills being included? George Auchy would forward copy of such course to Ned
(product of QAT several years ago).
Discussion: Candidates should complete 5 QE sessions observing a QE
QE Equipment
Ned will compile list and delegate person to implement.
Centralized storage needed.
Include pertinent exams.
Include uniform set of tasks.
Checkrides

2CR 1CX at one time
2QE for CX check ride – may include station senior CX, OnC, XPO
CX checkride on own facility or one similar and in usual AOR
CR should demonstrate pump operation – p5 or p6
OPS will replace all P1A pumps
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QE Selection Board
Chair – QE Coordinator
OTO
3 QE’s -- random selection, changing each time Board meets
Board should meet early in process to ensure commitment.
Applications need to be more readily available for members.
QE evaluation
Currency requirement now in place
Performance
Peer evaluation – every five years currency assessed by another QE
Complaints sent to Ned; if necessary, go to Selection Board
QE in senior elected position - personal decision to request waiver from OTO
New OPS Policy/Manual in the process of publication
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